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silient portions of suitable holders which snap
My invention relates to gaseous electric dis
into the depressions in the manner of glove fas
charge lamps generally and more particularly to
such lamps having associated therewith a coat

teners.

ing of ?uorescent material which transforms ul- .
tra-yiolet rays emitted by the discharge into vis- 1

the center of the recess l2 through which the
container I0 is exhausted and ?lled with'a suit

One of the discs has an opening 13 at

able gas or gases, the said opening 13 being sub
sequently sealed by fusion of the residue 14 of a
glass exhaust tube.
A pair of thermonic electrodes l5 are located
The present case is a division of my application
Serial No. 75,772, ?led April 22, 1936, and now 10 at the ends of the container I0, each of said elec
trodes consisting of a ?lament iii of refractory
U. S. Patent Number 2,146,579, granted’ February
metal, preferably tungsten, coiled around a man
7, 1939.
,

ible light rays which complement and supple
ment the spectrum of the visible light emitted
by the electrically excited gaseous atmosphere.

drel II, also preferably of tungsten,‘ the coil on
One of the objects of- my invention is to pro
mandrel being again coiled as shown at l8.’ The
vide ?uorescent lampsof the type described above
having high luminous e?iciencies with a long 15 portion l8 of the electrode is covered with a
coating, indicated by the dots at IQ, of an elec
useful life. According to my invention, this ob
tron-emissive material such as barium oxide.
ject is attained by employing a low pressure dis
The straight end portions 20 of the electrode are
charge through a gaseous atmosphere, prefera
attached, ‘preferably ‘by welding, to the trans
bly mercury vapor, which produces ultra-violet
versely extending end portion 2| of a support
radiation with very high ef?ciency. The ?uores
member or wire 22, the other end 23 of which is

cent material is disposed so as -to intercept the

in thev form of a resilient split ring encircling the
ultra-violet radiation, preferably by applying a
boss or shoulder formed at the inside of the disc
coating of'the material to the inner surface of
II by the recess l2 and lying in the groove [2’.
the lamp container or ‘envelope. Further fea
tures and advantages of my invention, will ap 25 The electrodes H‘) are thereby electrically con
‘nected to the discs ll through the supports 22.
pear from the following detailed description of
The container I0 has a starting gas therein
species thereof.
' such as argon at a pressure of about 4 mm. and
In the drawing, Fig. l is a side elevation, part
a quantity of vaporizable metal, preferably .002
ly in section, of a lamp illustrating my invention;
Fig. 2 is an elevation showing in detail a portion 30 to .003 c. c. of mercury. During the operation of
the device, the electrically excited mercury vapor
of one of the electrodes; Fig. 3 is a detailed ‘per
emits visible and ultra-violet light. For ease of
spective view of the supporting structure for an
starting, a strip 25 of conductive material such
electrode; and Fig. 4 is a side elevation, in sec
as a metallic paint or graphite mixed with po
tion, of an end of a lamp having a modi?ed elec
' tassium silicate may be applied to the container
trode structure.
Referring to the drawing, the lamp shown,_ l 0 in contact with one disc H and extending to a

position adjacent the electrode l5 at the oppo
therein comprises an elongated tubular glass
site end of the container. The said strip 25 is of
container l0 having a metal disc H sealed di-'
high resistance, preferably about 50,000 ohms or
rectly to each end thereof and serving as an end
'
wall and contact. _The discs H are of the type 40 more.
The inner surface of the container in has ap
shown and claimed in the United States patent
application of Harold D. Blake, Serial No. 3,334, ' plied thereto a coating 26 of ?uorescent material
such for ‘example as the oxygenous salts, zinc
?led January 24, 1935, and may be made of an
iron alloy containing about twenty-nine per cent ' silicate, cadmium silicate, calcium tungstate, or
of chromium, such as an alloy marketed by the 45 some specially prepared materials such as a mix
ture described and claimed in the United States
Allegheny Steel Company as “Allegheny 55.”
patent application Serial No. 75,783, Willard A.
The discs are preferably concave or dish-shaped
Roberts, of even date, and now U. S. Patent
as shown so that they may be made of thin ma
Number 2,196,082, granted April 2, 1940, and
terial and still be adequately strong. Each of
the said discs I I has an annular recess or depres

50

sion l2 at the center, preferably of an inverted
conoidal form, that is, it preferably increases in
diameter inwardly from the edge or surface of
the disc forming a circular groove l2’ therein.
The recesses l2 are adapted to be engaged by re 55

consisting of about sixty parts of CdO, forty
parts of S102 and a small amount of manganese,
or another -mixture described and claimed in
the United States patent application Serial No.
75,780,.Willard A. Roberts, of even date, and

consisting of about sixty parts of ZnO, forty.
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parts of SiOz and a small amount of manganese,
or still another mixture described and claimed

in the United States patent application Serial
No. 75,782, Willard A. Roberts, of even date, and
consisting of CaO and W0: in such proportions
that there is from one to ten per cent morejcal
cium oxide than is required by the chemical for
mula CaWOi with or without a small amount

of lead. The coating 26 of ?uorescent material

herein the lamp operates at a temperature of approximately 47° C. which corresponds to a mer
cury vapor pressure of about 10 microns. The

lamp may be operated simply by a leakage trans
former by connecting the discs II to the sec
ondary thereof.

'

/

The low pressure mercury arc in the lamp de
scribed produces short ultra-violet radiation
with very high ef?ciency, about ?fty per cent of '

may be applied to the surface of the container 10 the wattage input to the lamp being converted
into radiations of 2537 angstroms. These radia
In by means of a binder, or it may be embedded
tions are very efficient in exciting ?uorescent
in the glass itself by heating the glass to its sof
light from phosphors such as zinc silicate, cad
tening point or, if the powdered material is fine
enough, it will adhere by merely dusting it into
the~ container. The powder may also be mixed
with a binder and sprayed on the container.
Among the various binders which may be used

are glycerin; glycerin and twenty per cent of
boric acid; phosphoric acid alone or diluted with
acetone or alcohol; potassium silicate; an ester
of glycerin with boric acid; castor oil or mineral
oil; or an inorganic resin such as that sold under
the name of Stacol by the Glyco Products Com
pany, Inc., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

-

The ?uorescent powder may be applied to the
container I0 before the discs II are sealed there

mium silicate and calcium tungstate. Efficien
cies of 74 lumens per watt have been obtained
in lamps of the type described using the special
zinc-silicon-manganese
phosphor
described
above, 26 lumens per watt with the special cad
mium-silicon-manganese phosphor and 22 lu
20 mens per watt with the special calcium
tungsten-lead phosphon

_,

Y.

.

-

,

Fig. 4 shows a modified end and electrode
structure. The electrode 21 maybe of the type
described and claimed in United States patent

application Serial No. 16,614, Eugene Lemmers
et al., ?led April 16, 1935, and consisting of a
porous body of refractory metal, such as tung
sten, impregnated with an'electron-emissive ma
terial such as barium oxide. The said electrode

to in the following manner:
A cork or stopper is inserted in one end of the
container, an excess of binder (such as a mixture
21 is mounted on one end of a support wire 28,
of 5 c. c. of eighty-five per cent HaPO4 and 40 30 the other end of which is secured, preferably by
c. c. of methyl alcohol) is poured in, a cork is
welding, to the disc I l. The inner surface of the
inserted in the other end of the container and the
disc II, and the support wire 28, may also be
container is shaken to distribute the binder over
covered by insulating material 29, such as a
the inner surface thereof. The excess binder is
glaze.
then poured out and the container is set ver 35
While I have shown and described and have

tically and allowed to-stand for about ?fteen

pointed out in the annexed claims certain novel
features of the invention, it will be understood
double layer of fine mesh cheesecloth is drawn
that various omissions, substitutions and changes
back and forth through the container to remove in the forms and details of the device illustrated
the excess binder. This operation may be re 40 and in its use and operation may be made by
peated with clean cloths to obtain minimum
those skilled in the art without departing from
streaking and yet leave sufficient binder for the
the broad spirit and scope of my invention.
proper coating thickness. The container may
What I claim as new and desire to secure by
then be set at an angle of about thirty to sixty
Letters Patent of the United States is:
degrees with a clean receptacle at the lower end
1. The method of operating a gaseous electric
thereof and the ?uorescent powder poured in at
discharge lamp comprising a sealed elongated tu
the top while the container is being rotated.
bular container, a gaseous atmosphere therein
The ends of the container may then be reversed
comprising mercury vapor, electrodes in the ends
and this operation repeated. The container may
of said container and a layer of ?uorescent ma
then be held vertically and jarred ‘at the ends
terial on the inner surface of said container high
to remove the excess powder. The container is
ly responsive to radiations of 2537 angstroms
then heated for about ?fteen minutes at a tem
which consists in maintaining a current density
perature of about 425° to 450° C. to remove the
of approximately .05 ampere per square centi
volatilizable portion of the binder and fuse the
meter whereby the electrically excited mercury
minutes.

Next a dry sponge covered with a

remainder.

The containers are now ready for

the sealing of the discs ll thereto with the elec
trodes attached.

vapor produces an abundance of radiations of

2537 angstroms which are converted by the
fluorescent material to visible radiations.
2. The method of operating a gaseous electric
violet rays striking the ?uorescent material are
discharge
lamp comprising a sealed elongated tu
transformed thereby into visible light rays which 60
bular
container,
a gaseous atmosphere therein
complement and supplement the spectrum of the .
comprising mercury vapor, electrodes in the ends
visible light emitted by the electrically excited
of said container and a layer of fluorescent ma
gaseous atmosphere. A 15 watt lamp of the type
terial on the inner surface of ‘said container high_
shown having a container about one‘ inch in di
ameter and about eighteen inches long requires 65 ly responsive to radiations of 2537 angstroms
which consists in maintaining an energy con
a starting voltage of about 250 volts. In accord
sumption of approximately .04 watt per square
ance with my invention, the lamp operates at
centimeter of container surface whereby the elec
about 65 volts and one-quarter ampere. The
trically excited mercury vapor produces an
lamp therefore operates at a current density of
about .05 ampere per square centimeter of cross 70 abundance of radiations of 2537 angstroms which
are converted by the ?uorescent material to visl~
section and with an energy consumption of about
ble radiations.
‘
.04 watt per square centimeter of container sur
3. The combination of a gaseous electric dis
face. It may also be stated that the .lamp con
charge lamp comprising a sealed elongated tu
sumes about 10 watts per foot length of the con
tainer. Moreover, under the conditions stated 75 bular container, a gaseous atmosphere therein

During the operation of the lamp, the ultra
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comprising mercury vapor, thermionic electrodes
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bular container, a gaseous atmosphere therein
comprising mercury vapor, thermionic electrodes
in the ends-of said container and a layer of
?uorescent material within said container sur

in the ends of said container and a layer of

?uorescent material within said container sur
rounding the discharge path between said elec
trodes, said ?uorescent material comprising an

rounding the discharge path between said elec
trodes, said ‘fluorescent material comprising an

oxygenous salt which is highly responsive to ra

oxygenous salt which is highly responsive to ra
diations of 2537 angstroms, and means for sup
plying electrical energy to said lamp in such an
plying electrical energy to said lamp in such an
amount that the current density is of the order
of .05 ampere per square centimeter. of 'tube sec 10 amount that it consumes approximately .04 watt
tion so as to maintain through the mercury vapor
per square centimeter of container surface so as
atmosphere therein a low pressure discharge such
to maintain through the mercury vapor atmos
phere therein a low pressure discharge such that
that at least about ?fty per cent of the wattage
at least about ?fty per cent of the wattage input
input to the lamp is converted by said discharge
into radiations of 2537 angstroms which are con 15 to the lamp is converted by said discharge into
verted by said ?uorescent material to visible ra
radiations of 2537 angstroms which are converted
diations.
by said ?uorescent material to visible radiations.
4. The combination of a gaseous electric dis
'7. The combination of an electric discharge
diations of 2537 angstroms, and means for sup

charge lamp comprising a sealed elongated tu

lamp comprising a sealed elongated container,

bular container, a gaseous atmosphere therein 20 a gaseous atmosphere therein including mercury
comprising a rare gas at a pressure of a few mil

limeters and a small quantity of mercury, therm
ionic electrodes in the ends of said container
and a layer of ?nely divided ?uorescent material.
on the inner surface of said container surround 25

ing the discharge path between said electrodes,

vapor, widely spaced thermionic electrodes in
said container, a layer of ?uorescent material

surrounding the discharge path between said
electrodes, said ?uorescent material comprising
mainly an oxygenous salt particularly responsive
to radiation of 2537 angstroms wave length and
means for supplying electrical energy to said

said ?uorescent material comprising an oxygen~
nus salt which is highly responsive to radia
lamp, the, amount of energy supplied and the
tions of 2537 angstroms, and means for supply
construction and arrangement of parts being
ing electrical energy to said lamp in such an 30 such that the lamp will consume at least ten
amount that the current density is of the .order
Watts per foot length of said container and the
of .05 ampere per square centimeter of tube sec
mercury vapor pressure will remain during op
tion so as to maintain through the gaseous at
eration of the order of several microns.
mosphere therein a low pressure discharge such
8. An electric discharge lamp comprising a
that at least about fifty per cent of the wattage 35 sealed elongated container, a gaseous atmosphere

input to the lamp is converted by said discharge
into radiations of 2537 angstroms which are con
verted by.“ said ?uorescent material to visible
radiations.

therein comprising mercury vapor, widely spaced
electrodes in said container, and a layer of
fluorescent material within said container sur

.

rounding the discharge path between said elec

5. The combination of a gaseous electric dis

40 trodes, said ?uorescent material being particu

.charge lamp comprising a sealed elongated tu
bular, container, a gaseous atmosphere therein

larly responsive to radiation of 2537 angstroms
wave length, and said mercury vapor having a
pressure of the order of ten microns during nor

comprisinga' rare gas at a pressure of a few mil
"limeters and a small quantity of mercury, therm

mal operations so that at least half of the energy
ionic electrodes inthe ends of said container 45 supplied to said lamp will be converted into ra

and alayenof ?nely divided ?uorescent ,material

diation of 2537 angstroms wave length.

on the inner surface of said containersurround

9. ‘The combination of a gaseous'electric dis

in‘gt-he ‘discharge path between said electrodes,

charge lamp comprising a sealed elongated tu
bular container havingia diameter of the order

said ?uorescent material being of the class con;
sisting of-ihe silicates and tungstates which are 50 of an inch, a gaseous atmosphere therein com‘
highly responsive to radiations of 2537 ang
prising mercury vapor, widely spaced electrodes
stroms, and means _for supplying electrical
, in said container, and a layer of fluorescent ma
energy to said lamp in such an amount that the
terial within said container surrounding‘the dis
current density is of the order of .05 ampere per
charge path between said electrodes; said
square centimeter of tube section so as tomain
tain through the gaseous atmosphere therein a
low pressure discharge such that at least about

55 ?uorescent material being particularly responsive

to radiation‘of 2537 angstroms wave length, and
means for supplying electrical energy to said
?fty per cent of the wattage input to the lamp
lamp in such‘ amount that the lamp consumes
is converted by said discharge into radiations of
approximately 10 watts per foot length of the
2537 angstroms which are converted by said 60 container and at least half of the energy supplied
?uorescent material to visible radiations.
to said lamp is converted into radiation of 2537
6. The combination of a gaseous electric‘ dis- '

charge lamp comprising a sealed elongated tu

angstroms wave length.

'
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